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This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 9th International Conference on
Virtual, Augmented and Mixed Reality, VAMR 2017, held as part of HCI International
2017 in Vancouver, BC, Canada. HCII 2017 received a total of 4340 submissions, of
which 1228 papers were accepted for publication after a careful reviewing process. The
45 papers presented in this volume were organized in topical sections named:
developing virtual and augmented environments; interaction techniques in VAMR;
VAMR in education and training; virtual worlds and games; user experience in VAMR;
and health issues in VR.
An excellent Guide of CyanogenMod. There has never been a CyanogenMod Guide
like this. It contains 99 answers, much more than you can imagine; comprehensive
answers and extensive details and references, with insights that have never before
been offered in print. Get the information you need--fast! This all-embracing guide
offers a thorough view of key knowledge and detailed insight. This Guide introduces
what you want to know about CyanogenMod. A quick look inside of some of the
subjects covered: Motorola Xoom - Software, Index of Android OS articles - C, Motorola
Droid - Root access and unsupported Android releases, Gerrit (software) - Notable
users, Android (operating system) - Open-source community, CyanogenMod - Tools,
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Overclocking, Samsung i9000 Galaxy S - Android 4.0 and later, CyanogenMod Firmware history and development, CyanogenMod - CyanogenMod 10.1,
ClockworkMod, OpenVPN - Platforms, Samsung Galaxy S - Android 4.0 and later,
CyanogenMod - CyanogenMod 7, HTC Desire HD - Software, Droid X - Root access,
Acer Iconia Tab A500 - Software, HP TouchPad - Android, Android platform - Opensource community, CyanogenMod - CyanogenMod 10.2, TextSecure - Servers, Host
card emulation - History, CyanogenMod - CyanogenMod 11, Motorola Defy Customization, Sony Ericsson Xperia X8 - Software, RootzWiki - Reception, LeWa OS Operation mode, HTC Magic - Software stack, HTC One SU - Software, LG Nexus 5 Software, TextSecure - History, Oppo Electronics - Phones, Sony Ericsson Live with
Walkman - CyanogenMod and other Operating System replacement, T-Mobile Pulse Unofficial firmware, Asus Transformer Pad TF701T - CyanogenMod, Samsung Galaxy
Mini - Features, Samsung Galaxy Ace 2 - Features, HTC Desire Z - NAND lock, and
much more...
The Evaluation Guide includes instructions for installing, configuring, and using the
MicroStrategy Evaluation Edition. This guide also includes a detailed, step-by-step
evaluation process of MicroStrategy features, where you perform reporting with the
MicroStrategy Tutorial project and its sample business data.
THE OFFICIAL GAMESALAD GUIDE TO GAME DEVELOPMENT teaches readers
how to make their own games with the simple, powerful, drag-and-drop GameSalad
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Creator software. Using techniques based on key game development concepts, current
trends, and established best practices, readers will be able to use GameSalad Creator
from concept to prototype--and beyond. The text's wide-ranging coverage
encompasses desktop, mobile, online, social, and serious games--as well as key
platforms such as iOS, Android, Mac, Windows, and HTML 5. This reader-friendly,
highly visual guide is equally suited for formal game development courses and selfpaced learning--with a balance of depth and detail that is ideal for both professionals
and those working on their first game. Basic tutorials and terminology are available in
the book's Appendix. GameSalad has also provided manuals, templates, and a
Cookbook containing video tutorials at http://gamesalad.com/manuals and
http://cookbook.gamesalad.com. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the
product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
Photographer’s Guide to the Panasonic Lumix DC-ZS70/TZ90 is a complete guide to
the use of the Panasonic Lumix DC-ZS70 camera, which is known as the TZ90 outside
of North America. The book shows beginning and intermediate photographers how to
capture excellent images and video sequences with the ZS70. The book explains the
use of autofocus, manual focus, aperture, shutter speed, exposure compensation, white
balance, and ISO, and many other settings. The book discusses the camera’s options
for playback, setup, and customizing the operation of its controls. The book contains
more than 450 color photographs showing the camera’s controls, display screens, and
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menus. The book includes photographs taken using the many creative settings of the
camera, including the Photo Style settings; the Creative Control mode picture effects,
which provide the ability to customize the appearance of images in dramatic ways; and
the camera’s features for burst shooting and shooting in high-contrast lighting
conditions. The book includes a full discussion of the video recording abilities of the
ZS70 camera, which offers manual control of exposure and focus during movie
recording, and provides ultra-high definition 4K recording of motion pictures. The book
also explains the camera’s features for extracting still images from 4K video and using
the Post Focus and Focus Stacking features to produce sharply focused images after a
shooting session. In three appendices, the book discusses accessories for the ZS70,
including cases, power supply options, and other items, and includes a list of websites
and other resources for further information. The book includes an appendix with helpful
Quick Tips that explain how to take advantage of the camera’s features in the most
efficient ways possible.
The proceedings gather a selection of refereed papers presented at the 7th
International Conference on Kansei Engineering and Emotion Research 2018 (KEER
2018), which was held in Kuching, Malaysia from 19 to 22 March 2018. The
contributions address the latest advances in and innovative applications of Kansei
Engineering and Emotion Research. The subjects include: Kansei, Emotion and Games
Kansei, Emotion and Computing Kansei, Emotion and Wellbeing / Quality of Life
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Kansei, Emotion and Design Kansei, Emotion and Health / Ergonomics Kansei,
Emotion and Multidisciplinary Fields Kansei, Emotion and Culture Kansei, Emotion and
Social computing Kansei, Emotion and Evaluation Kansei, Emotion and User
Experience The book offers a valuable resource for all graduate students, experienced
researchers and industrial practitioners interested in the fields of user
experience/usability, engineering design, human factors, quality management, product
development and design.

Part technical and part theoretical, this practical guide to web typography helps
designers understand how the typographic choices they make in layout and
prototyping programs behave once they are turned into live code. Through a
series of demos, this book teaches designers how to create typographic specific
webpages by learning just enough HTML and CSS to be able to view the pages
in different browsers, devices, and operating systems. With live webpages to
evaluate, designers will learn how to test those pages for supported features and
performance, ensuring font choices look as good in the browser as it does in their
layout program, delivering a speedy experience to the users. Key Features
Demonstrates the minimal amount of HTML and CSS necessary to be able to
create webpages to see typographic choices in the browser. Discusses
responsive design and how to evaluate and test those choices for performance
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and usability prior to front-end development. Demonstrates how to review your
own typographic, image, and layout choices in the browser through a series of
demos in the book.
The Business Guide to Sustainability is a practical introduction to implementing a
comprehensive sustainability strategy in any organization. Written by top
business consultants, this useful book can be applied in both large and small
enterprises. This edition shifts away from a discussion of CSR to focus more
squarely on sustainability. It explores strategies for implementing sustainability in
each of the functional areas of the corporation (accounting, HR, operations, etc.),
while providing examples from a range of sectors, including manufacturing,
services, and government. The book also includes the authors’ S-CORE
assessment tool to help organizations determine whether they are on the right
track, identify new opportunities, and assign accountability and responsibility.
Brimming with interesting stories and examples, and covering new developments
such as the emergence of BRICs and the effects of the Great Recession, this
book will interest managers, business owners, and students for whom
sustainability is a priority.
New, enriched Sony Xperia. There has never been a Sony Xperia Guide like this.
It contains 99 answers, much more than you can imagine; comprehensive
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answers and extensive details and references, with insights that have never
before been offered in print. Get the information you need--fast! This allembracing guide offers a thorough view of key knowledge and detailed insight.
This Guide introduces what you want to know about Sony Xperia. A quick look
inside of some of the subjects covered: Sony Xperia Go, Sony Xperia SP,
Consumer Electronics Show - 2013, Mobilicity - Smartphones, Sony Xperia L Android KitKat Official Update Petition, Sony Xperia Z, Sony Xperia SP Software update, Quickflix - Internet streaming, Havok (software) - Platforms,
Sony Xperia U - Memory, LED TV, Sony Xperia P, Smartphone - Camera,
International CES - 2013, Andrea Marongiu - TV and film appearances, OpenGL
ES - OpenGL ES 3.0, Near field communication - History, Gyroscope Properties, Sony Tablet - Xperia Tablet Z, Sony Ericsson, Sony Xperia Tablet Z Reception, Sony Xperia T2 Ultra, Sony Xperia C3 - Specifications, List of
Smartphones using HD Voice - Sony, Bell Mobility - Superphones, Sony Xperia Z
Ultra - Hardware, Motorola Defy - Competitors, List of Google Play edition
devices - Retired phones, Sony Tablet P, Dragontrail, Sony Xperia Z2 Reception, List of 4K video recording devices - Mobile devices, ISO/IEC 21481 History, Sony Xperia V - Hardware, Sony Ericsson G900 - X Series: Xperia
phones, Wide VGA - qHD (960x540), HTC Desire 601 - Reception, Sony Tablet
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P - Xperia Tablet S, Smartphone - Display, Sony Xperia L - CyanogenMod, Sony
Xperia Z2 - Hardware, PlayStation Mobile - PlayStation Certified, Sony Xperia Z2
Tablet, Mass surveillance in the United States - 2013 mass surveillance
disclosures, and much more...
Give your students a strong foundation in Java programming and the confidence
to build successful mobile applications. ANDROID BOOT CAMP FOR
DEVELOPERS USING JAVA: A GUIDE TO CREATING YOUR FIRST ANDROID
APPS, by award-winning technology author Corinne Hoisington, helps prepare
students with a thorough introduction to Java and the keys to creating effective
mobile applications. Designed for a first-semester course in programming, the
book can be used by students with no prior Java experience. The book offers an
intensive, hands-on tutorial approach with clear, step-by-step instruction and
numerous screen shots to guide readers efficiently through tasks with real-life
app examples. Practical callouts and industry tips, exercises that extend learning
beyond the book, and a variety of leveled cases and assignments help reinforce
students’ understanding of programming logic and Java tools for Android.
Effectively prepare student programmers to meet growing business demand for
mobile apps with this engaging text. Important Notice: Media content referenced
within the product description or the product text may not be available in the
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ebook version.
This volume is a concise guide to creating maps using GIS (a geographic
information system). In the simplest terms, GIS is the merging of cartography,
statistical analysis and database technology. Featuring over 300 maps and other
figures, including instructive examples of both good and poor design choices, the
book covers everything from locating and processing data to making decisions
about layout, map symbols, color, and type.
Acclaimed for its innovative use of visual material, this book is engaging, clear,
and compelling—exactly how an effective map should be. Nearly every page is
organized around maps and other figures (many in full color) that illustrate all
aspects of map making, including instructive examples of both good and poor
design choices. The book covers everything from locating and processing data to
making decisions about layout, symbols, color, and type. Readers are invited to
think critically about both the technical features and social significance of maps
as they learn to create better maps of their own. New to This Edition*Extensively
revised and expanded core chapters on map design.*An annotated map design
exemplar is used to show how the concepts in each chapter play out on an actual
map.*Updated to reflect current technological developments.*Larger size and
redesigned pages make the book even more user friendly.
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This updated and revised first-course textbook in applied probability provides a contemporary
and lively post-calculus introduction to the subject of probability. The exposition reflects a
desirable balance between fundamental theory and many applications involving a broad range
of real problem scenarios. It is intended to appeal to a wide audience, including mathematics
and statistics majors, prospective engineers and scientists, and those business and social
science majors interested in the quantitative aspects of their disciplines. The textbook contains
enough material for a year-long course, though many instructors will use it for a single term
(one semester or one quarter). As such, three course syllabi with expanded course outlines are
now available for download on the book’s page on the Springer website. A one-term course
would cover material in the core chapters (1-4), supplemented by selections from one or more
of the remaining chapters on statistical inference (Ch. 5), Markov chains (Ch. 6), stochastic
processes (Ch. 7), and signal processing (Ch. 8—available exclusively online and specifically
designed for electrical and computer engineers, making the book suitable for a one-term class
on random signals and noise). For a year-long course, core chapters (1-4) are accessible to
those who have taken a year of univariate differential and integral calculus; matrix algebra,
multivariate calculus, and engineering mathematics are needed for the latter, more advanced
chapters. At the heart of the textbook’s pedagogy are 1,100 applied exercises, ranging from
straightforward to reasonably challenging, roughly 700 exercises in the first four “core”
chapters alone—a self-contained textbook of problems introducing basic theoretical knowledge
necessary for solving problems and illustrating how to solve the problems at hand – in R and
MATLAB, including code so that students can create simulations. New to this edition •
Updated and re-worked Recommended Coverage for instructors, detailing which courses
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should use the textbook and how to utilize different sections for various objectives and time
constraints • Extended and revised instructions and solutions to problem sets • Overhaul of
Section 7.7 on continuous-time Markov chains • Supplementary materials include three
sample syllabi and updated solutions manuals for both instructors and students
The Installation and Configuration Guide includes information to install and configure
MicroStrategy products on Windows, UNIX and Linux platforms, as well as basic maintenance
guidelines.
If you're a beginner photographer, this book can save you hundreds of dollars. If you're a
seasoned pro, it can save you thousands. With access to over 16 HOURS of online video, this
book helps you choose the best equipment for your budget and style of photography. In this
book, award-winning author and photographer Tony Northrup explains explains what all your
camera, flash, lens, and tripod features do, as well as which are worth paying for and which
you can simply skip. Tony provides information specific to your style of photography, whether
you're a casual photographer or you're serious about portraits, landscapes, sports, wildlife,
weddings, or even macro. For the casual reader, Tony provides quick recommendations to
allow you to get the best gear for your budget, without spending days researching. If you love
camera gear, you'll be able to dive into 200 pages of detailed information covering Nikon,
Canon, Sony, Micro Four-Thirds, Olympus, Samsung, Leica, Mamiya, Hasselblad, Fuji,
Pentax, Tamron, Sigma, Yongnuo, PocketWizard, Phottix, Pixel King, and many other
manufacturers. Camera technology changes fast, and this book keeps up. Tony updates this
book several times per year, and buying the book gives you a lifetime subscription to the
updated content. You'll always have an up-to-date reference on camera gear right at your
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fingertips. Here are just some of the topics covered in the book: What should my first camera
be?Which lens should I buy?Should I buy Canon, Nikon, or Sony?Is a mirrorless camera or a
DSLR better for me?Do I need a full frame camera?Is it safe to buy generic lenses and
flashes?What's the best landscape photography gear?Which portrait lens and flash should I
buy?What gear do I need to photograph a wedding?How can I get great wildlife shots on a
budget?Which sports photography equipment should I purchase?Should I buy zooms or
primes?Is image stabilization worth the extra cost?Which type of tripod should I buy?Which
wireless flash system is the best for my budget?How can I save money by buying used?What
kind of computer should I get for photo editing?What studio lighting equipment should I
buy?When you buy this book, you'll be able to immediately read the book online. You'll also be
able to download it in PDF, .mobi, and .epub formats--every popular format for your computer,
tablet, smartphone, or eReader!
Hands on experience using GST with TallyPrime; e-way Bill; New Simplified Returns SAHAJ &
SUGAM KEY FEATURES ? Fundamentals of Accounting: Double Entry System of Accounting,
Debit and Credit, Golden Rules of Accounting, Recording of Business/Journalising
Transactions, Trial Balance, Financial Statements, Subsidiary Books & Control Accounts,
Depreciation. ? Introduction to TallyPrime: Downloading and Installation, Licenses, How to
Activate / Reactivate New License, Company Creation and Setting up Company Features. ?
Maintaining Chart of Accounts: Ledgers, Creation/ Alteration/ Deletion of Masters, MultiMasters Creation and its Display. ? Recording and Maintaining Accounting Transactions
Banking: Cheque Printing, Deposit Slip, Payment Advice, Bank Reconciliation. ? Generating
Financial Statements and MIS Reports: Final Account Reports, MIS Reports. ? Data Security:
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Activation, Creation of Security Levels (User Roles)/ Users and Passwords for Company,
Accessing the company using Security Levels, Auto Login, TallyVault. ? Company Data
Management: Backup/ Restoring of Company Data, Migration of Tally earlier version Data to
TallyPrime. ? Storage and Classification of Inventory: Supply Chain, Inventory Management,
Inventory Masters, Tracking of Movements of Goods in Batches/Lots, Price Levels and Price
Lists. ? Accounts Receivable and Payable Management: Maintenance/ Activation of Bill-wise
Entry, Specifying of Credit Limit for Parties, Splitting of Credit Sale Into Multiple Bills, Payment
Performance of Debtors, Bills Payable and Receivable Reports. ? Purchase and Sales Order
Management: Purchase/ Sales Order Processing, Order Outstanding, Reorder Level. ?
Tracking Additional Costs of Purchase: Configuration of Additional Cost of Purchases. ?
Cost/Profit Centres Management: Cost Centre and Cost Categories, Cost Centre Reports. ?
Budgets and Scenarios: Creation of Budget, Recording Transactions, Display Budgets and
Variances Reports for Group Budget. ? Generating & Printing Reports: Inventory Reports,
Financial Reports, Books & Registers, Printing of Invoice and Report. ? Goods and Services
Tax: Introduction to GST, e-Way Bill, GST in TallyPrime, Hierarchy of Calculating Tax in
Transactions, Recording GST compliant transactions, e-Way Bill Report, Input Tax Credit Set
& against Liability, GST Tax Payment, Generating GST Returns for Regular Dealer, Filing GST
Returns. ? TallyEssential Addendum TallyPrime Annexure 2.0: Connected and Complete eWay bill System, Save View of Business Reports. Book is enriched with numerous
screenshots, solved illustration and practice scenarios to help candidates experience the
simplicity of working on TallyPrime. DESCRIPTION Book from the house of Tally is a
comprehensive guide on TallyPrime designed to provide learners with an in-depth
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understanding of financial accounting and hands-on experience with TallyPrime. It explains
you accounting using TallyPrime and shows you how simple it is to understand how to
download and install TallyPrime in the system and different types of licenses. WHAT YOU
WILL LEARN ? Golden Rules of Accounting, Trial Balance, Financial Statements ? Subsidiary
Books & Control Accounts, Depreciation ? Downloading and Installation of TallyPrime,
Company Creation and Setting up Company ? Chart of Accounts, Ledgers ? Recording
Accounting Vouchers, Bank Reconciliation ? Generating Financial Statements and MIS
Reports ? All features of GST and e-invoicing WHO THIS BOOK IS FOR This book is highly
recommended for candidates who aspire to build a successful career in Finance and
Accounting or as entrepreneurs. A useful guide for all learners who aspire to master financial
accounting using TallyPrime, this book serves both the students as well as the financial
community to get the best out of TallyPrime. TABLE OF CONTENTS 1 Fundamentals of
Accounting 2 Introduction to TallyPrime 3 Maintaining Chart of Accounts 4 Recording and
Maintaining Accounting Transactions 5 Banking 6 Generating Financial Statements and MIS
Reports 7 Data Security 8 Company Data Management PART-B 1 Storage and Classification
of Inventory 2 Accounts Receivable and Payable Management 3 Purchase and Sales Order
Management 4 Cost/Profit Centres Management 5 Booking Additional Cost Incurred on
Purchase 6 Budgets and Controls Management 7 Generating and Printing Reports 8 Goods
and Services Tax 9 Tally Essential Addendum TallyPrime Annexure 2.0
Now available, IPhone 4. There has never been a IPhone 4 Guide like this. It contains 224
answers, much more than you can imagine; comprehensive answers and extensive details and
references, with insights that have never before been offered in print. Get the information you
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need--fast! This all-embracing guide offers a thorough view of key knowledge and detailed
insight. This Guide introduces what you want to know about IPhone 4. A quick look inside of
some of the subjects covered: Apple Insider - 2011, Dock connector - Apple 30-pin dock
connector, George Hotz - Hacking Apple iOS devices, Sony Xperia S - Reception, Grey market
- Cell phones, Fitbit - Fitbit One, Apple community - 9to5Mac, Nokia Lumia 800 - Reception,
Mach-O - Multi-architecture binaries, Siri (software) - Reception, Apple Worldwide Developers
Conference - 2010s, BooksOnBoard, History of the iPhone - European release, IOS4, ITunes History, Apple A5 - Design, IPhone OS 1 - Versions, IPhone 4 - Connectivity, Baseband
processor - Overview, C Spire Wireless - Products and services, IOS - Game Center, Siri Reception, Mail Online - Claimed inaccuracies and controversies, Get a Mac - Parodies, List of
Internet phenomena - Videos, IPhone OS - Multitasking, Apple Inc. v. Samsung Electronics
Co., Ltd. - French and Italian courts, IOS (Apple), Apple system on a chip - Apple A4, IOS 7 History, IPhone 4S, IPhone 3GS - Hardware, IOS 3.0 - iOS 5.x, List of Smartphones using
GLONASS Navigation - Apple Inc.Apple, Evolved HSPA - 2011, MobileMe - iCloud, Stevenote
- One more thing..., 3GS - New Bootrom and 2011 Baseband Update, Nuance
Communications, PowerVR SGXMP - Series 5XT (SGXMP), GLONASS - Promoting
commercial use, BlackBerry Ltd Strategic changes and restructuring (2011-present),
Smartphones - iOS, Apple community - 2010, and much more...
Evaluate MicroStrategy as a departmental solution. This book provides detailed information to
download, install, configure, and use the MicroStrategy Suite.

The Quick Start Reference Guide provides an overview of the installation and
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evaluation process, and additional resources.
With the release of the DSC-RX100 II camera, Sony has built upon the success
of the earlier RX100 model, adding a hot shoe, tilting LCD screen, Wi-Fi
capability, upgraded digital sensor, and several other enhancements. White
Knight Press, which published a widely praised guide to the RX100, has released
this new guide book that addresses all of the new features of the RX100 II and
includes a full discussion of the many advanced features that are common to
both camera models. With the publication of Photographer’s Guide to the Sony
DSC-RX100 II, author Alexander White provides users of the RX100 II with a
guide to all operations, features, menus, and controls of the camera. Using a
patient, tutorial-like approach, the book shows beginning and intermediate
photographers not only how to accomplish things with the RX100 II, but when
and why to use the camera’s many features. The book does not assume
specialized knowledge by the reader as it explains topics such as autofocus,
manual focus, depth of field, aperture priority, shutter priority, exposure
compensation, white balance, and ISO sensitivity. The book provides full details
of the camera’s numerous shooting modes as well as its many menu options for
shooting, playback, setup, and special effects. The book includes full coverage of
the new features of the RX100 II, including the use of the camera’s built-in
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capability to transfer images and videos over a wireless network and to allow the
camera to be controlled remotely by a smartphone or tablet. The book includes
approximately 400 photographs, most in full color, which illustrate the camera’s
controls, shooting screens, and menus. The images also provide examples of the
types of photographs that can be taken using the many creative settings of the
camera, including the Photo Creativity settings, which let the photographer alter
the color processing of images; the Scene shooting mode, with settings that are
optimized for various subjects, including landscapes, portraits, and action shots;
the Creative Style and Picture Effect menu options, which offer dramatic options
for altering the appearance of images; and the camera’s strong array of features
for continuous shooting and shooting in dim lighting. In addition, the book goes
beyond the bounds of everyday photography, and provides introductions to more
advanced topics such as infrared photography, street photography,
astrophotography, digiscoping, and macro photography. The book also includes
a full discussion of the video recording abilities of the RX100 II, which can shoot
high-definition (HD) video with stereo sound, and which offers manual control of
exposure and focus during movie recording. In three appendices, the book
provides information about accessories available for the RX100 II, including
cases, external flash units, viewfinders, and filter adapters, and includes a list of
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web sites and other resources for further information. Also, the book includes a
detailed appendix with helpful “quick tips” that give particular insights into how to
take advantage of the camera’s features in the most efficient ways possible.
The Installation and Configuration Guide includes information to install and
configure MicroStrategy products on Windows, UNIX, Linux, and HP platforms,
as well as basic maintenance guidelines.
The first comprehensive guide to discovering and preventingattacks on the
Android OS As the Android operating system continues to increase its shareof
the smartphone market, smartphone hacking remains a growingthreat. Written by
experts who rank among the world's foremostAndroid security researchers, this
book presents vulnerabilitydiscovery, analysis, and exploitation tools for the good
guys.Following a detailed explanation of how the Android OS works andits overall
security architecture, the authors examine howvulnerabilities can be discovered
and exploits developed forvarious system components, preparing you to defend
againstthem. If you are a mobile device administrator, security
researcher,Android app developer, or consultant responsible for
evaluatingAndroid security, you will find this guide is essential to yourtoolbox. A
crack team of leading Android security researchers explainAndroid security risks,
security design and architecture, rooting,fuzz testing, and vulnerability analysis
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Covers Android application building blocks and security as wellas debugging and
auditing Android apps Prepares mobile device administrators, security
researchers,Android app developers, and security consultants to defend
Androidsystems against attack Android Hacker's Handbook is the first
comprehensiveresource for IT professionals charged with smartphonesecurity.
This book constitutes the proceedings of the 17th International Conference on
Algorithms and Architectures for Parallel Processing, ICA3PP 2017, held in
Helsinki, Finland, in August 2017. The 25 full papers presented were carefully
reviewed and selected from 117 submissions. They cover topics such as parallel
and distributed architectures; software systems and programming models;
distributed and network-based computing; big data and its applications; parallel
and distributed algorithms; applications of parallel and distributed computing;
service dependability and security in distributed and parallel systems; service
dependability and security in distributed and parallel systems; performance
modeling and evaluation.This volume also includes 41 papers of four workshops,
namely: the 4th International Workshop on Data, Text, Web, and Social Network
Mining (DTWSM 2017), the 5th International Workshop on Parallelism in
Bioinformatics (PBio 2017), the First International Workshop on Distributed
Autonomous Computing in Smart City (DACSC 2017), and the Second
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International Workshop on Ultrascale Computing for Early Researchers (UCER
2017).
When photographing people, you can have a great composition, perfect light, and
the right camera settings, but if your subject doesn’t look right—if the pose is
off—the shot will not be a keeper. Posing is truly a crucial skill that photographers
need to have in order to create great photographs. If you’re looking to improve
your ability to pose your subjects—whether they’re men, women, couples, or
groups—best-selling author and photographer Lindsay Adler’s The
Photographer’s Guide to Posing: Techniques to Flatter Everyone is the perfect
resource for you. In the first half of The Photographer’s Guide to Posing, Lindsay
discusses how the camera sees, and thus how camera angle, lens choice, and
perspective all affect the appearance of your subject. Lindsay then covers things
that ruin a pose—such as placement of the hands, and your subject’s expression
and posture. Next, Lindsay dives into “posing essentials,” outlining her approach
to start with a “base pose,” then build on that to create endless posing
opportunities. She also discusses posing the face—with specific sections
dedicated to the chin, jaw, eyes, and forehead—as well as posing hands. In the
second half of the book, Lindsay dedicates entire chapters to posing specific
subject matter: women, men, couples, curvy women, families and small groups,
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and large groups. In each chapter, Lindsay addresses that subject matter’s
specific challenges, provides “go-to poses” you can always use, and covers how
to train the eye to determine the best pose for your subject(s). Lindsay also
teaches you how to analyze a pose so that you can create endless posing
opportunities and continuously improve your work.
The 4th International Conference on Electronic, Communications and Networks
(CECNet2014) inherits the fruitfulness of the past three conferences and lays a
foundation for the forthcoming next year in Shanghai. CECNet2014 was hosted by
Hubei University of Science and Technology, China, with the main objective of
providing a comprehensive global foru
Evaluate MicroStrategy as a departmental solution. This book provides detailed
information to download, install, configure, and use the MicroStrategy Reporting Suite.
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